Rockfall protection in the mining industry:
Safer – faster – more economical

Increased mine plan efficiency
with
- steeper walls
- fewer berms
- less removal of waste rock
- better access to ore pockets
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Geobrugg:
Maximum protection, thanks to
know-how and experience

Full solutions instead of
individual products
Geobrugg produces complete protection systems
against rockfall, unstable rock and loose rock slopes,
landslides, debris flow and avalanches. At the same
time we support the mining operator and planner
with our know-how from related spheres of application
– also with respect to combined protection measures.
The basis:
high-tensile steel wire
The starting point for Geobrugg solutions is hightensile steel wire. It is characterized by high cutting
resistance, high energy absorption capability and
long life with low maintenance. This makes world
records possible; for instance the certification test in
which a Geobrugg ring net stopped a 20 tonne concrete
cube with an impact velocity of 103 km/h.
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Innovation as tradition
Since our first avalanche prevention structure of wire
ropes created in 1951 we have continued to develop
innovative mechanical protection systems. Central are
nets and meshes of high-tensile steel wire. From these
we configure systems capable of coping with the most
varied threat scenarios.
Only field tests really ensure
true protection
The performance of Geobrugg protection systems is
not only calculated. We test our systems according to
the world’s most rigorous directives in 1:1 field tests
with impact and tearing tests. At the same time the
performance parameters of all system components
are regularly monitored by independent testing institutions.
So what makes our systems
more economical?
We produce nets and meshes on four continents with
precisely controllable production technology. This
reduces the logistic expenditure and improves our
flexibility. Thanks to "GEOBRUGG ULTRACOATING®",

the 3rd generation of our zinc/aluminium coating, our
products have a two to three times longer life time
than wires with GALFAN corrosion protection.
Project and risk-related
There are no standard solutions for complex hazard
situtions. That is why we analyze every hazard situation prior to developing individual and often totally
new protection systems, based on highly specialized
know-how from successful rockfall protection in the
mining industry in countries such as USA, Canada,
Australia, South Africa, Ghana and Peru.
We support mining operators
and planners with two performance packages.
- In all cases as consultant and (if required), with
analysis, staking out, anchor testing, installation
and acceptance.
- In the case of special threats or requirements, by
engineering special solutions, adapted constructions
and project-specific trials or tests.

Simulation software as a basis
for dimensioning
Our FARO software is verified and calibrated through
1:1 tests. With this we can represent which parts of a
structure are stressed with which forces in an event.
The results of this simulation are incorporated in the
dimensioning of the protection measures – for instance
in the shape of special anchorages or reduced post
intervals.
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Increase of profitability:
Flexible rockfall-barriers allow
better access to ore pockets

Steeper pit walls may result in better access to ore
pockets and less removal of non-ore waste rock. However, the danger of rockfall, breakouts or partial failure of pit walls often prevents such plans as traditional
protection measures with steel beams, wire ropes and
meshes often will not give sufficient protection.
In open-pit mines flexible rockfall barriers – crash
tested to extreme impact energies – are increasingly
installed to allow for steeper pit walls while at the
same time providing effective protection for workers,
equipment, access roads, tunnel portals and buildings. Saved mining costs and the value of additional
ore considerably exceed the installation cost of flexible
barriers.
Vertical fall tests for the most
extreme impact energies
As the world's first flexible barrier manufacturer we
have tested our rockfall barriers by vertical fall – in
the proven test installation at Walenstadt (Switzerland) and under the supervision of the Federal
Research Institute for Forest, Snow and Landscape
(WSL). The test procedure corresponds to the directives of the Swiss Federal Office of the Environment
(BAFU). Since 2008 we also test according to the
ETAG 27 directives of the European Organization for
Technical Approvals (EOTA).
A rockfall event of 8'000 kJ can cause massive damage
to a concrete gallery. With the 2011 certification test in
the vertical test installation, the GBE-8000A high
energy rockfall barrier successfully stopped a test block
weighing 20 metric tons with an impact velocity of
103 km/h (29 m/s).
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Energy absorption capacity
from 100-8000 kJ
In line with the hazard potential – determined from
the pit profile, falling height and anticipated rock
mass – we supply you with flexible barriers for retention capacities of 100 kJ, 250kJ, 500 kJ, 1'000 kJ,
1'500 kJ, 2'000 kJ, 3'000 kJ, 5‘000 kJ and 8'000 kJ.
Barrier heights between 2 and 9 meter are possible.

(Right) Barrier stopped impact of 20 metric tons
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Bermless design
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Increased yield by installation
of flexible rockfall barriers
By the carefully planned use of ring net barriers, the
berm width can be reduced (1), the berm height can be
doubled (2) or berms can even be eliminated (3).
Why? Because the barriers take over the protective
function from the berms. In the ideal case an increased
yield can be achieved by means of rockfall control with
flexible rockfall barriers, without exposing workers
and machines to added risk.
Simple installation
With foundations in line with available drilling diameters and the wide post intervals, Geobrugg rockfall
barriers can be rapidly installed. No special installation equipment is required. Following a rockfall event,
the barrier with or without retaining rope can simply
be cleared out.
Maximum mobility
Once mine activity is moved on to another sector of
the mine, the flexible barriers may be dismantled and
re-installed where required.
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TECCO® mesh and SPIDER® spiral rope nets
secure unstable slopes and breakouts

The TECCO® mesh
manufactured from a 3 mm high-tensile steel wire
with a tensile strength of 1770 N/mm2 together with
a pattern of bolting or anchoring stabilizes steep, unconsolidated rock and rock slopes.
Dimensioning
With our RUVOLUM® dimensioning concept, the optimal forces at the anchor points can be determined as
a function of the geotechnical parameters, to provide
the static verification for the overall system.
Installation
TECCO® is rapidly and simply installed in rolls of 3.5
x 30 m. The non-overlapping linking of the mesh
panels using our connecting clip essentially reduces
the installation time. Anchoring takes place with
TECCO® spike plates and rock nails. The resulting
active tensioning on the mesh prevents subsequent
break-outs and visible deformations.
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The TECCO® and SPIDER®
rockfall drapes
protect rock slopes up to 100 m high, where the rockfall capture space is small or the kinetic energy is too
high for barriers. The rockfall drape is fastened to a
support rope at the top and hung over the rockslope.
Rockfall events therefore take place in a controlled
manner between the mesh and the rockface and are
directed into the catchment zone on the berm.

SPIDER® prevents block breakouts from rock slopes
The robust SPIDER® spiral rope net of high-tensile
4 mm steel wire secures loose rocks, rock spurs and
overhangs, also unstable rock formations with a
very irregular surface structure and coarse block
weathering.
Dimensioning
The SPIDER® protection measures are dimensioned
with the determined rock stress analysis parameters
and the SPIDER® ONLINE-TOOL dimensioning software.
Installation
SPIDER® is installed in rolls of 3.5 x 20 m. By means
of SPIDER® spike plates the spiral net can be stretched
over edges and rock spurs with rock nails or rock
anchors, or anchored in hollows and niches – depending on the nature of the rock, together with a fine
secondary mesh.

TECCO® mesh for ground support
in underground mining

For ground support in underground mining and tunnelling the TECCO® mesh made from a high-tensile
steel wire protects against rockfalls, rock bursts and
squeezing ground. Tests by the Western Australian
School of Mines (WASM) have proven that TECCO®
with a tensile strength of 1770 N/mm2 can carry
higher static and dynamic loads than traditional reinforcement nets.
With the MESHA® installation handler, compatible with all multi-arm drilling jumbos, the TECCO®
mesh is unrolled onto the walls in roll widths up to
3.5 m and bolted by the jumbo operator in the same
working process, thereby providing a fast, safe and
fully mechanized installation.
Advantages in comparison to
conventional welded wire mesh
- Simpler, safer and faster mechanized installation
(at least 30% faster)
- Higher energy absorption on dynamic impact
- Rolls of mesh are mechanically picked up by the
jumbo with the MESHA® installation handler,
eliminating manual handling in unsupported ground
- Different width of the mesh with wire diameter of
4 mm or 3 mm are available
- Less over-lapping of mesh in tunnels and drives
- Better corrosion protection
- for strengthening of tunnel walls the mesh may
also be unrolled / bolted in the longitudinal direction
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Geobrugg: A dependable partner
with a worldwide presence

Production facilities
Branch offices
Sales offices
Representatives

About "Product liability"
Rockfall, slides, mudflows and avalanches are natural events and therefore cannot be calculated. This is
why it is impossible to determine or guarantee absolute safety for persons and property with scientific
methods. This means that to provide the protection we
strive for, it is imperative to maintain and service protective systems regularly and appropriately. Moreover,
the degree of protection can be diminished by events
that exceed the absorption capacity of the system as
calculated to good engineering practice, failure to use
original parts or corrosion (i.e., from environmental
pollution or other outside influences).
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Geohazard Solutions
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It is the task of our engineers (and partners) to analyze the problem together with you in detail and then,
together with local consultants, to present solutions.
Painstaking planning is not the only thing you can
expect from us, however; since we have our own production plants on four continents, we can offer not
only short delivery paths and times, but also optimal
local customer service. With a view towards a troublefree execution, we deliver preassembled and clearly
identified system components right to the construction
site. There we provide support, if desired, including
technical support – from installation right on up until
acceptance of the structure.

